
YOUR PROMISE TO YOUR CUSTOMERS

BENEFITS OF BRANDING

BRANDING

• Makes organization instantly recognizable

• Demonstrates organization’s cohesiveness 

• Provides consistency internally

• Strengthens identity externally

• Distinguishes organization form other entities

• Assures people as to legitimacy of communication

• Reflects organization’s standard of excellence

THINGS TO CONSIDER

  - Who needs to buy in?

  - Are we willing to change?

  - Upfront cost   

  - Time commitment

  - Who will manage process?

  - How will we implement?
 
  - Costs to change branding 

  - Who will be Brand Steward?



HOW DID WE GET HERE?

The Maine Turnpike Authority (MTA) has been around a long 
time--since 1941. When the toll road opened in 1947, it was 
dubbed the “mile-a-minute highway” by the local newspaper. 
In the 1950’s the Turnpike started to develop its brand by 
creating the tagline, “Safe. Swift. Scenic.”  However, at 
some point along the way, the tagline disappeared.  The 
look of the trailblazer changed.  Colors of uniforms started 
to differ by department.  Highway Maintenance truck colors 
varied (plow trucks were to be orange and black while pickup 
trucks were to be “Turnpike Green”). Multiple versions of the logo emerged 
and nobody ever knew which version of the letterhead was the “right one.”

In 2018, the Maine Turnpike Authority underwent an extensive process 
to develop “brand standards” for agency-wide implementation.  Over the 
course of many months, Public Relations staff met with turnpike employees 
at various levels in different departments to get feedback on the proposed 
branding changes.  It covered everything from colors and fonts to plow trucks 
and clothing.  It was a long, iterative process, but the outcome was positive.  

The Maine Turnpike Authority now has a new tagline “Safe | Reliable | Sustainable” 
that expresses the type of service we provide to our customers. We have a brand 
manual that covers everything from what these three words mean for our agency 
to what types of imagery should be used when creating graphics for the brand.  

Lessons Learned

Take the time to involve employees in the process

Do your research before you choose a font

Create excitement for change with a branded item

Make sure IT staff is involved with roll out/implementation

Have a plan for collateral materials to be updated 

Be prepared for lots of questions initially
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